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1 high sensitive MIC(only CH1) and LINE(CH1, CH2 & CH3) inputs

Discrete 2-band EQ adjustment on each channel

Discrete 4-band EQ on main channel for further decorating audio signal

REVERB effect level for adjusting the playing status of the effect

12V Phantom power with switch for condenser microphone

115VAC/230VAC voltage switchable

Mp3 player with USB port; Mp3 input signal control and selection

Low distortion post power amplifier; controllable Limiter compression

function via onboard button

Thank you for purchasing the

Please read this manual carefully so you can take advantages of all features

of .

KPA300R Professional Keyboard Amplifier

Speaker Cabinet. KPA300R Keyboard Amplifier Speaker Cabinet.

KPA300R KPA300R

is a powered

with 300W output, available for music fancier rehearsal and/or small

performance situations, which can be operated easily.

Thanks again for choosing .
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1- MONO INPUT CHANNEL

FRONT PANEL

You can connect Ch1with balanced, low impedance

microphone or a low level signal to the XLR socket.

Using the 1/4" TRS (LINE IN) jack you can connect

either a microphone or a line level instrument such

as synthesizers, drum machines, effect processors

or any other line level signal.

Note: you should never connect an unbalanced

microphone to the XLR socket if you do not want

to damage both the microphone and the mixer.

2- 20dB PAD BUTTON

This button is used to attenuate the input signal by

20dB. In this way, you can produce increased

headroom and reduce the risk of distortion due to

quite "hot" signals.

3- FX ON BUTTON

This button is used to activate/deactivate the effects

on the related channel. Engaging this button, the

effect on this channel will be turned on; disengaging

this button, the effect will be turned off.
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4- 12V PHANTOM POWER SWITCH

It is available only to the XLR MIC sockets. Never plug in a microphone when

phantom power is already on. When the XLR socket is connected with devices

that do not require phantom power, please make sure the phantom power is

turned off, otherwise, this may damage the device.

5- CHANNEL LEVEL CONTROL

This control is used to adjust the overall level of the respective channel. The

adjustable range goes from - to +10dB.

6- 2-BAND EQ(FOR INPUT CHANNELS)

A 2-band equalizer is provided for all input channels allowing a wide range of

frequency adjustment.
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-HIGH

this is the treble control. The gain range goes from -10dB to +10dB with a

center frequency of 10kHz.

7- FX SEND

This control is used to adjust the overall level of the channel1 signal that

enter into REVERB EFFECT.

8- LINE IN(BALANCED) JACK

Using these six 1/4" TRS(LINE IN) jacks you can connect either a microphone

or a line level instrument, such as synthesizers, drum machines, effect

processors or any other line level signal.

9- COMP/LIMITER BUTTON & AUTO LED

When press in the COMP/LIMITER button, the AUTO LED will light up, this
function will prevent your signal exceed to a level threshold that would cause
distortion.

MP3 to CH3

Comp/Limiter

AUTO 9

10

10- Mp3 TO CH3 BUTTON

When press in the button, the signal of
Mp3 player will be switched to Ch3.

MP3 TO CH3

11- PLAY/PAUSE JACK

This 1/4" jack can be used to connect an external
foot switch to switch between PLAY and PAUSE mode.

12- MAIN OUT JACK

PLAY PAUSE MAIN OUT

11 12

This 1/4" jack can be used to output the main mix
signal to an external monitor amplifier or activate
monitor speaker.

Professional Amplifier 300 Watts
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13- 4-BAND EQ ON MAIN CHANNEL

There are 4-band fixed frequency

EQ on main channel : HI, HI-MID,

MID-LOW and LOW band. All bands

provide up to 10 dB of boost or cut.

Make all initial connections with all the equipment powered off, and make

sure that the main volume controls are turned down completely.

1) Connect your instrument or microphone to appropriate mixer input.

2) Turn the mixer power on.

3) Slowly and carefully adjust the volume controls until reaching the desired

volume.

-LOW

This is the bass control. The gain range goes from -10dB to +10dB and the

center frequency is 100Hz
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-HIGH MID

This control gives you up to10 dB boost or cut at 3 kHz. It is useful for controlling

voice. It can accurately polish your performance via adjusting this knob. The

gain range goes from -10dB to +10dB.

-LOW MID

This control gives you up to 10 dB boost or cut at 500 Hz. The gain range

goes from -10dB to +10dB.

-BASS

If you turn this control up, you will boost all frequencies below 80 Hz. You will

give more punch to bass drum and bass guitar and make the vocalist more

"macho". Turn it down, you will cut all the frequencies below 80 Hz. In this

way, you can avoid low frequency vibrations and resonance, thus preserving

the life of your woofers. The gain range goes from -10dB to +10dB.

14- PEAK LED

This control will illuminate red when distortion appears
in output. The main output level shall turn down to
avoid distortion or clipping.

15- DIGITAL REVERB CONTROL

This control is used to adjust the level of the REVERB
EFFECT, ranging from . You can easily
adjust the ECHO as you like.

- to +10dB

17- POWER SWITCH & POWER LED

This switch is used to turn on/off the power of the unit. The power LED will
light up when the unit is powered on.

MAIN
+10-

DIGITAL REVERB

POWER

ON

OFF

PEAK

+10-

15 1614 17
16- MAIN LEVEL CONTROL

This control is used to adjust the output level
.

- to +
10dB

-HIGH

If you turn this control up, you will boost all the frequencies above 12 kHz

(shelving filter). You will add transparency to vocals and guitar and also make

cymbals crispier. Turn the control down to cut all frequencies above 12 kHz. In

such way, you can reduce sibilances of human voice or reduce the hiss of a

Tape player. The gain range goes from -10dB to +10dB.

At normal state, there is no selective mode on the front panel, only a piece

of panel without function.

-No selective mode

USB Module Installation

CN4CN8 CN6

Please connect the 5PIN row-wire on the USB module to the CN8 header and

2 PIN row-wire to CN 6header on front panel. For Recording module, you also

need to connect the 3 PIN row-wire to CN 8 header to start recording function.

Then fix the USB module on the front panel with two screws.

-USB PLAYER selective mode

USB PLAYER-RECORDER

TAC-MP3-R

VOL+ VOL-

RPTREC
(Push & Hold)

POWER

C)Recording Module

CN4CN8 CN6

CN4CN8 CN6

B)Track Module

USB PLAYER

(Push & Hold)
POWERTAC-MP3-T

A)Song Module

TAC-MP3-S

USB PLAYER

CN4CN8 CN6
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18- AC INPUT with FUSE HOLDER

Use it to connect your KPA300R to the main AC with the supplied AC cord.

Please check the voltage available in your country and how the voltage for

your unit is configured before attempting to connect your unit to the main AC.

There are two kinds of voltages for your operation. From this switch you can

select the voltage at 115VAC or 230VAC

19- VOLTAGE SELECTOR

USB Player Section (Optional)

This section can be selected and installed according to user's requirement. Please

see the installation procedure .(USB Module Installation)

The file system of USB memory for USB players is FAT16 and FAT32, and these

players can only decode MP3. It has 7 rank subordinate folders at most.

1- USB port: For connecting with USB memory equipment.

2- PRE: In pause state, press this key, it will go to the previous song and still

keep in pause state; In play state, press this key, it will go to the previous song

and start playing; Furthermore, press this key and hold for a few seconds to

decrease the volume.

3- NEXT: In pause state, press this key it will go to the next song and still keep

in pause state; In play state, press this key it will go to the next song and start

playing; Furthermore press this key and hold for a few seconds to increase the

volume.

Option One - Song Module

1918

115V 230V

FUSE

RATED POWER CONSUMPTION: 500W

220-240V ~ 50Hz T3.15A 250V

100-127V ~ 60Hz T6.3A 250V

CAUTION
RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK

DO NOT OPEN

CAUTION:
REPLACE WITH THE SAME TYPE FUSE AND RATING
DISCONNECT SUPPLY CORD BEFORE CHANGING FUSE

WARNING: SHOCK HAZARD - DO NOT OPEN

AVIS: RISQUE DE CHOC ELECTRIQUE - NE PAS OUVRIR

MADE IN CHINA

REAR PANEL

9- DISPLAY

In power on state, press this key, it will go to the recording preparation state.

Press REC again to start recording. Any other operations are not available in

recording state until press POWER to stop recording; if the word Err appears

during recording, press POWER to stop.

5-REC

6- PLAY/PAUSE

In play state, press PLAY/PAUSE key to pause the player. In pause state, press
PLAY/PAUSE key to start playing.

7- RPT

Press this key, the player will change between the following four modes:

REP ALL means to repeat all tracks in the memory, mark on the screen is

REP1 means to repeat one track, the mark on the screen is

Play in order means to play the tracks according to the order, the mark on the

screen is blank. Random play means to play the tracks at random, the mark on

the screen is A.

8-POWER(Push & Hold)

When the unit is off, press this key and hold for about 2 or 3 seconds to turn
on the power supply of the player. Repeat the above operation, you can turn
off the power supply of the player.

All the USB player information are monitored via this sexy & magic display.
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Operation Instruction for Song Module

INSERT USB KEY

Fig 1

MENU:

PROGRAM

FOLDER LIST

PLAYING

Fig 2

1- When no USB key inserted, the display will show as Fig. 1.

2- Inserted the USB key, the USB player starts to search the

songs in USB key, and the display shows "Searching". At

the end of the search, the display will show as Fig. 2.Using

PRE/ NEXT keys, you can select one of the following

three menu options ("Playing", "Program" and "Folder List").

Press Playing, the unit will enter into the corresponding

operation mode.

3- "Playing" mode - single song play

In Fig 2, selecting the Playing mode to recall following

interface. This display shows the name of all the folders

containing MP 3 files. Using the PRE/ NEXT keys, you

can scan the folders, then press PLAY/PAUSE key, you will

open corresponding folders. Press STOP to return to Fig 2

interface.

PRE/ NEXT

PLAY/PAUSE

stop key.

PLAY/PAUSE

a).

After opening the folder, the display will show as Fig3.

This display shows MP 3 file list, and scrolling list using

keys you can choose the desired song.

Press the key, the selected song playback will start. In order to

stop playback, you just need to press the Then, if you press the

key, the song playback will start from the pause point, if you press

again the stop key, the system will return to Fig 3 interface.

b).

FOLDER:

pop music

jazz music

classic music

Fig 3

Fig 4

03. Plena pop 03.mp

02. Pop 02.mp3

01. Plena pop 01.mp

[ 002 ] 00 : 05

lena pop

4- PLAY/PAUSE:In play state, press this key to pause the player; In pause state

press it to start playing.

5- STOP: In play state, press this key to stop playing and all the songs in USB

memory will appear on the display ; In stop state, press STOP/ PRE/

NEXT keys again to go to first song and the player will keep in pause state, then

press PLAY/PAUSE key to play the song.

6- DISPLAY: All USB player information are monitored via sexy and magic display.

(1)(2) (3)(4) (5)(6)

TAC-MP3-S

USB PLAYER

When the player is searching for USB tracks, the interface is as follows:

When the player is in pause state, the interface is as follows:

When the player is in use, the interface is as follows:

Option Three - Recording Module

The file system of USB memory for USB players is FAT16 and FAT32, and

these players can only decode MP3. It has 7 rank subordinate folders at most.

(5)(6)(7)

(1)

(8)

(3)(4)(2)(9)

USB PLAYER-RECORDERUSB PLAYER-RECORDER

TAC-MP3-R

VOL+ VOL-

RPTREC
(Push & Hold)

POWER

1- USB PORT

For connecting with USB memory.

2- PRE

In pause state, press this key, it will go to previous track and keep in pause

state. In play state, press this key, it will go to the previous track and start

playing.

3- NEXT

In pause state, press this key, it will go to next track and keep in pause state.

In play state, press this key, it will go to the next track and start playing.

4- VOL-/VOL+

Press VOL-/VOL+ key to increase or decrease volume during Power on state.

The default factory setting is 10.
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The display will show the following interface. Press the PRE / NEXT key, you

can select the starting song, then press the PLAY/PAUSE key, the selected song

playback will start. Press PLAY / PAUSE key again, or press STOP key, the play

back will stop. Press key again, or press STOP key, the playback

will start again from the same point. Twice press STOP, the USB player will return

to Fig 3 interface.

c)

PLAY / PAUSE

PLAY/PAUSE key

5-Folder List:

See the Fig 3, the display shows MP 3 files folders names. Use PRE / NEXT key

to scan, press , you'll enter into corresponding folder. In order to

return to Fig 5 interface, you just need to press the STOP key.

Option Two - Track Module

The file system of USB memory for USB players is FAT16 and FAT32, and these

players can only decode MP3. It has 7 rank subordinate folders at most.

(5)(6) (7)

(1)(8) (3) (4)(2)

USB PLAYER

(Push & Hold)
POWERTAC-MP3-T

All MP3 player information are monitored via this sexy & magic display.

8- DISPLAY:

7- POWER(Push & Hold)

When the unit is off, press this key and hold for about 2 or 3 seconds to turn

on the power supply of player. Repeat the above operation, you can turn off

the power supply of the player.

NOTE: basic interface instruction

Fig 7

03. Plena pop 04.mp

02. Plena pop 06.mp

01. lena pop 02.mp3

[ . ] 00 : 20

Fig 5

PLAYLIST SETPLAYLIST SET

PLAYING LISTPLAYING LIST

classic musicclassic music

Plena pop 03.mpPlena pop 03.mp

Plena pop 02.mpPlena pop 02.mp

Plena popPlena pop[ . ]p3

[ . ]

[ ]

Fig 6

a) In Fig 2, select "Program" toenter intothefollowing interface:

"Play list Set": Set the playing list. "Playing List": Play list. Press

PRE / NEXT key to select, press STOP key to return the

Fig 2 interface.

b) After entering into the "Play List Set", the display will show

as Fig 3. Selecting the desired folder, the display will show the

following interface. The display will show all the MP 3 files,

the selected song will be inserted into the playing list and a

mark will appear. Press again you're going to delete the song

from the playing list, and the mark will disappear. Press the

STOP key, you will return to Fig 2 interface. The playing list

can accept up to 20 songs, and it 'll display the list according

to song insert order.

4- "Program" mode 1- USB PORT

For connecting with USB memory.

2- PRE

In pause state, press this key, it will go to previous track and keep in pause state.

In play state, press this key, it will go to the previous track and start playing.

3- NEXT

In pause state, press this key, it will go to next track and keep in pause state.

In play state, press this key, it will go to the next track and start playing.

4- RPT

Press this key, the player will change between the following four modes:

REP ALL means to repeat all tracks in the memory, mark on the screen is

REP1 means to repeat one track, the mark on the screen is

Play in order means to play the tracks according to the order, the mark on

the screen is blank.

Random play means to play the tracks at random, the mark on screen is A.

5- PLAY/PAUSE

In play state, press this key to stop playing and all the songs in USB memory will

appear on the display ; In stop state, press STOP/ PRE/ NEXT keys again to

go to first song and the player will keep in pause state, then press PLAY / PAUSE

key to play the song.

6- STOP

In play state, press PLAY /PAUSE key to pause the player. In pause state,

press PLAY/PAUSE key to start playing.

When the player isn't connected to a USB memory equipment, the interface is

as follows:
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